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ABSTRACT: This paper presents the results of an experimental programme which investigated the effect, on 
compressive strength of concrete, of using steel, FRP & UPVC tubes in compression. Concrete filled tubes are new areas 
of application and Investigation for the confinement. Major researches so far has been with concrete filled steel tubes 
(CFST). Confinement helps in improving the compressive strength of the column and increasing in its energy absorption 
prior to failure. Although because of the limitations of the corrosion of the steel tubes, in recent years, some
investigations with fibre reinforced polymer (FRP) tubes and with PVC tubes have been investigated.

Existing studies have proven the effectiveness of using fiber reinforced polymer (FRP) composites for retrofitting 
concrete columns. FRP composites also offer potential for use in new column construction in the form of concrete-filled 
FRP tubes, where the tubes fulfill multiple functions of: i) stay-in-place formwork, ii) confinement reinforcement, iii) 
protective shell against weathering and chemical attacks. This paper presents results of an experimental study on the 
behavior of concrete-filled square FRP tubes under concentric compression. The FRP tubes were designed as column 
confinement reinforcement and were manufactured using unidirectional carbon fiber sheets with fibers oriented in the 
hoop direction. The effects of the thickness and the corner radius of tubes on the axial behavior of concrete-filled FRP 
tubes were investigated experimentally.

The results of the analysis indicated that the behavior of steel and FRP-RCFFT beams under the flexural load was 
significantly different than that of steel and FRP-RC members. This is attributed to the confining effect of the FRP tubes 
and their axial contribution. This confining behavior in turn enhanced the overall flexural behavior and improved the 
tension stiffening of RCFFT beams. For that, the predicted tension stiffening of steel and FRP-RCFFT beams using the 
conventional equations (steel or FRP-RC member) underestimates the flexural response; therefore, the predicted 
deflections are overestimated. The study shows greater potentiality of plastics as concrete confinement construction 
materials of the near future.

Keywords: Columns, Steel, fiber-reinforced polymer (FRP) tubes, UPVC, Composite Sections of concrete & 
compressive Strength, confinement, stress-strain relations.

Introduction:

Columns are considered critical elements in structures. Reinforced concrete columns are the main load bearing 
elements of any structure. They support the beams and slabs and transfer the loads to the foundations. Hence 
they have to be designed and detailed adequately to resist both gravity and lateral loads.

Design of columns need to address many issues. The main parameters involved in the confinement are the
ratio of transverse reinforcement i.e. the ratio of volume of hoops to the volume of confined core of the
member, the yield strength of transverse reinforcement, the compressive strength of concrete, the spacing of
hoops, the longitudinal reinforcement and hoop pattern. During earthquakes the failure in columns may occur
due to poor or improper confinements in India and some other countries. It is a practice to tie the compression
members with hoops having 90 degree hooks but it has been recommended by seismic Codes to provide 135
degree hooks for proper confinement. The inferior performance was recorded in case of confinement with 90
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degree hooks with regard to strength and ductility. Minimum transverse reinforcement is provided and only 90
degree hooks are provided. However, we do not witness many failures because the working loads are only
about 67% of the failure load sand also due to the partial safety factors of materials. However, during
earthquakes or accidental lateral loading, plastic hinges will form in. columns and beams. With inadequate
design, detailing or construction, the columns are bound to fail, as we have witnessed in several earthquakes
like the ones in Bhuj.

Purpose of transverse reinforcement:

Transverse reinforcement is specified in design codes for beams and columns to serve the following four
functions:

1. To prevent buckling of longitudinal reinforcing bars.

2. To resist shear forces and to avoid shear failure.

3. To confine the concrete core to provide sufficient ductility.

4. To clamp together lap splices-after splitting cracks form parallel to the splices, ties or spirals restrains lip
between the spliced bars.

EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM 

Test Specimens 

This paper presents the results of an experimental investigation on the behaviour of axially loaded concrete-
filled square FRP tubes, where a total of nine columns were tested. A large amount of experimental and
analytical work has been conducted to investigate the behaviour of concrete under confinement.

Diagram showing schematic stress-strain relations for unconfined and confined concrete

Design provisions for steel confinement have been provided based on various research results. Corrosion is an
inevitable source of weakness for confinement involving steel. Carbonation and chloride ion lead to corrosion
of steel, spelling or delaminating of concrete, and as a result, degradation of the column but using UPVC we
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can prevent this problem. Concrete-filled tubular (CFT) columns possess excellent earthquake-resistant
properties such as high strength, high ductility, and large energy absorption capacity. The unconfined analysis
for columns is well established in the literature. Structural design codes dictate education factors for safety. It
wasn’t until very recently that design specifications and codes of practice.

A typical stress strain curve for confined and plane concrete

In this study, effect of concrete filled PVC tubes has been investigated with casting of a total of 55 specimens. 
It includes 39 compression member specimens of tube filled with concrete and 16 specimens as the control
mix columns without tubes. The column specimens have been prepared with two different percentages of
steel (each with four longitudinal bars of 8 mm and 10 mm respectively). The slenderness ratio of the
compression members varied between 4 and 7. All specimens were of the same diameter of 90 mm and tested
at two different ages 28 days and 45 days.

RESULTS & DISCUSSION:

Most of the specimens failed in an abrupt manner by the rupture of the FRP jackets. Figure shows the typical
failure of the specimens. A thin layer of the concrete remained attached to the FRP sheet, indicating good
bond between the concrete and the FRP wrap. None of the specimens failed at the splice location of the FRP
jacket. The discoloration was due to local failure of FRP jacket or separation of FRP and the concrete, and
happened at about 95% of the peak load. In contrast, all the CFRP-wrapped specimens failed in a sudden
manner without any warning signs. Furthermore, for specimens with higher unconfined concrete strengths,
higher FRP moduli and more than two layers of FRP, failure happened in an explosive way with specimens
completely disintegrated. In some cases of medium and high strength concrete specimens, loud crackling
sound was heard when the load dropped significantly. The load before the drop was significantly higher than
that corresponding to the unconfined concrete strength. Subsequently, the load increased again until final
failure. In higher strength concrete, when the axial strain reaches 0.003-0.004, the lateral strain increases
rapidly without a substantial increase in axial strain. This rapid expansion happens in medium strength
concrete specimens containing allow confining stiffness and most of the high strength concrete specimens.
Performance of FRP-confined concretise valuated by examining effects of different variables on parameters
described. The variables investigated are unconfined concrete strength, properties of the FRP material, amount
of FRP and health of concrete core prior to FRP wrapping comparisonisal so made between selected
specimens from the current test sand the large-scale columns tested previously at the University of Toronto to
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address the size effect. In addition, fluid-confined concrete specimens tested by Laineetal. (2004) are
compared with FRP-confined cylinders for better understanding Mechanism of confinement as affected by the
confining devices.

Normalized axial stress-strain behaviour of confined concrete

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS:

(a) (b)    (c)           (d)                             
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(e)                                                       (f)        (g)

Typical failure of specimens FRP confined concrete

The extent of core concrete damage at failure was found to be more extensive in specimens subjected to 
higher confinement levels (a<b<c<d). Specimens with a higher concrete strength, more layers of FRP 
displayed concrete remains bursting through the FRP jacket openings at the location of FRP rupture. While 
specimens with lower concrete strength sand lower amounts of FRP at failure showed the concrete staying 
intact within the ruptured jacket. After the tests, all the FRP jackets were cut apart using an electric saw to
observe the core concrete. LSC specimens typically showed clear propagation of cracks along the edge of the 
coarse aggregates. These different failure modes for different strength concretes significantly affect the 
failures train of the FRP jacket.

The characteristics strength of concrete (fck) calculated as equation. The peak load = 344.94 kN tested by 
UTM at 28 days, of 100×100×100 mm3. The results after tested by universal testing machine a report 
generated by machine and graph between load and displacement. By the help of graph the energy absorption 
or work done calculated at 100%, 90%, 80%, 70% and yield value of ultimate load.

CONCLUSIONS:

Based on experimental test results of concrete filled by steel, FRP &UPVC tubes in compression, presented in
this report the following conclusions are drawn:

1. Confinement of the concrete by the tubes results in –

I. An increase in the load carrying capacity of the member. The increase is in the order of 66% to
159% and it varies with the slenderness ratio of the tubes.

ii. A substantial increase in the energy absorption capacity of the member. The increase is in the order
of about 110% at the ultimate load and varies between 200% and 900% at the 70% of the peak load
during unloading position depending upon the slenderness ratio of the tubes and amount of
reinforcement steel in tubes.

iii. An increase in the ductility ratio of the member. The increase is in the order of about 55% to 70%
at the ultimate load and varies between 158% and 600% at the 70% of the peak load during unloading
position depending upon the slenderness ratio of the tubes and amount of reinforcement steel in tubes.

2. The range of increases in the energy absorption capacity as well as the ductility ratios found in the present
study are in agreement with the test results reported in the literature by other investigators for concrete filled 
UPVC Tubes though with different slenderness ratios and the area of compression members.
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